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Stage two sees holding pens undergo major renovation

Work has started on the $7 million second stage of 

the Northern Rivers Livestock Exchange at Casino. 

Funded by the NSW Government, and managed by 

Richmond Valley Council, stage two will see the 

redevelopment of the NRLX's holding section, 

including a new roof and soft floor.

Council’s Projects and Performance team is delivering this incredible project. Stage two consists of 

constructing a new roof over all remaining holding yards with soft flooring throughout. It includes a redesign 

and new configuration to the lead into the scale house aimed at improving efficiencies and safety. As well, all 

new steel rails and gates will replace the existing timber ones.

A new double-deck unloading ramp is included in the construction, directly linking to the new transit yard 

facilities with scanning, which is an extension to the facility. 

New technology will be deployed including an additional 10 CCTV cameras, upgrades to wifi enabling online 

selling, buyers lounge and possible air quality monitoring throughout.

There will be an expansion and upgrade to the existing administration building which wll be the first phase in 

converting the NRLX business to a fulltime agriculture and customer service hub.



Early works have started with the new maintenance facility being the first construction item due to the need to 

demolish the existing maintenance shed before commencing the main roof.

Narrabri community welcomes hay convoy

Following calls from the community to help drought-

stricken farmers in NSW, Richmond Valley Council 

partnered with Kyogle and Lismore councils to 

transport hay and make water deliveries to drought-

stricken farmers in and around Narrabri with the 

support of Narrabri Shire Council.

The hay was funded by the Lions Club’s Need for Feed charity and provided by local beef producer John 

Fitzhenry. A perfect example of mates helping mates. Well done to all involved.

You are invited to a BBQ 

The team at NRLX is extending an invitation to all 

stakeholders to join them for an afternoon BBQ on 

Friday 19 October between 2pm and 4pm.

There is no set agenda for this event, just an 

opportunity to meet on a social level and have time to 

interact in a casual environment.

Steak sandwiches, sausage sandwiches and light refreshments will be supplied by the NRLX team. It would 

be greatly appreciated if you could let Brad or Fran know that you are coming for catering purposes. We look 

forward to having you join us.

Prolonged drought affects cattle prices 

The extended drought period has seen some tough times for beef producers throughout NSW and 

Queensland.

While prices are still well above those low prices seen between 2012 and 2015, they are still back on what we 

have seen the past few years.





Seeking new members for Stakeholder Advisory Group

With the new financial year underway, we would like to hear from anyone who would be interested in being 

part of the NRLX Stakeholder Advisory Group. Going forward, the Advisory Group will look to have 

discussions once a quarter where members will be given the opportunity to provide advice and support to 

NRLX management. We are looking for representatives from various stakeholder groups involved with the 

facility. For more information please contact NRLX Redevelopment & Operations Manager Brad Willis on 

0408 203 654 or via email at bradley.willis@nrlxcasino.com.au

New scanning technology improves communication

As demand for information grows - and timeliness in receiving that information is of the utmost importance - 

the NRLX is introducing electronic NVD scanning as the main method of entering NVDs into the livestock 

exchange's software.

As of Monday 15 October, all cattle entering the NRLX must be accompanied with an NVD which is to be 

presented for scanning.

This process gives the buyer confidence that the information is correct on the NVD which has been 

completed by the vendor or person responsible for the livestock.

In addition, NRLX management retains a copy of each NVD, which is of great importance in maintaining the 

integrity of our records. The NRLX administration team will be able to have the NVD emailed to the buyer at 

the time the buyer's detail and/or buyer reconciliation is emailed, to receive a complete copy of their sale 

transactions at the NRLX on that day.



We trust this improvement and progression is of added benefit and value to the agents and their buyers, as 

this process will also improve efficiencies at the NRLX.

We would encourage vendors where possible to convert to the use of printed NVDs or eNVDs as this 

improves the accuracy of scanning.

It is also vitally important to remind agents and vendors that if livestock are bought, sold or moved through a 

saleyard, the livestock movement must be recorded by the saleyard. For more informstion on the National 

Livestock Identification System, follow this link

Portable devices to speed up processes

As part of our continual ambitions for best practise processes, the NRLX team has been working closely with 

software provider Livestock Exchange and will commence a gradual implementation of utilising portable 

devices for store sale processes later this month.

The implementation will start on Thursday 25 October with onsite training for the NRLX operational team. The 

tablet will be utilised on Friday 26 October for the open auction pre-sale scanning process, which is already in 

place for NRLX store sales.

NRLX will be entering the lot number, pen number, number of head, agent code, category and comments. 

Moving forward with store sales, the tablet will be used alongside the current paper method. The tablet will 

enable NRLX to clerk the sale alongside the agent entering pricing and buyer details as the sale progresses 

and relaying this information in real time to the scale house where lots could be weighed in any order.

As confidence is built around the use of this system we intend to gradually migrate further store sale 

processes to electronic form and complete pre-sale scanning and tablet use for store sales.

There are many benefits for all stakeholders in modernising these processes and these will become more 

apparent as implementation progresses and confidence in these systems grow. 

Casino hosts 2018 Nationals Saleyards Expo

Richmond Valley Council was given the opportunity to host the 2018 National Saleyards Expo, which was 

held at the Casino RSM Club from 25-26 July. The Expo attracted around 80 delegates from throughout 

Australia, representing a variety of private and council-run saleyard facilities.

Key note speakers included:

• AAM Invest Group General Manager of Operations Ben Wratten. AAM owns and operates the 

RLX saleyards network, including Rockhampton, Inverell, Tamworth, Carcoar, Camperdown, 

Ballarat and Barnawartha.

• General Manager of StockLive Greg Wall presented and discussed saleyards embracing 

technology as a marketing tool. StockLive is the online auction platform used by the AAM 

Investment Group at its RLX sites. StockLive specialises in live feeds of auctions and running 

online bidding in conjunction with a live sale. This opens up the buyer base for the producers 

and gives them the best opportunity to get the best prices available. 



There was also a Q&A panel regarding transport chain of responsibility and what it means for the industry.

Richmond Valley Mayor Robert Mustow official welcomed everyone to the expo, and Council's General 

Manager Vaughan Macdonald spoke about the redevelopment of the NRLX.

Gate closures and access hours 

During stage one construction, the NRLX had 

perimeter fencing, upgrades to CCTV cameras and 

automatic gates installed as part of security 

improvements. It is vital loyal patrons of the NRLX 

and their livestock have the best possible security 

while onsite. The following times have been reached 

through consultation with various stakeholders and 

NRLX operational requirements.

Effective Monday 15 October the gate operational 

times at right will be introduced and any access 

outside these times will require AVDATA keys. 

AVDATA keys are available for purchase through the NRLX office and EFTPOS facilities are in place to 

enable ease of purchase.

• Access-only key $42.00

• Truck wash key $42.00

It is important to note the times listed for days prior to sale are subject to CAAI employees being onsite to 

accept delivery of cattle.

Are you gutsy enough to grow a mo? Well, great 

news! The NRLX is registered with the Movember 



Foundation for the first time and we want you on 

board. We are looking for the following Mo Bros:

• Best Agent Mo

• Best Yard Mo

• Best Carrier Mo

• Best Vendor Mo

We will have great prizes and a special Mo event. 

Most of all, let’s have some fun with it. And don’t 

forget every whisker together counts!

To register with the NRLX team follow this link


